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"Areas of limited statehood are ubiquitous. Most states in the contemporary international system contain areas in which states are too weak
to set and enforce rules and/or lack the monopoly of the use of force. The modern ("Western") nation-state with full control over its territory
and sufficient capacity to enforce the law is the exception rather than the rule. At the same time, areas of limited statehood are neither
ungoverned nor ungovernable. Some actors always engage in governance. Rebels, "traditional" authorities, companies, (I)NGOs and foreign
governments seek to make rules and provide collective goods and services, such as security, human rights and the rule of law, democracy,
health, education, food security, and others. Three drivers, alone or in combination, explain effective "governance under anarchy": First, the
governing actors and institutions must enjoy legitimacy and social acceptance. Second, governance institutions have to be "fit for purpose,"
adequately resourced, as well as inclusive, fair, and transparent. Third, social trust relations among citizens and within local communities are
crucial in enabling collective action capacity "under anarchy.""-Written within a cloistered environment to protect sources that have yet to be identified, TOO LATE TO SAY GOODBYE is a chilling portrait
of two beautiful, successful women whose murders were made to look like suicides. Jenn Corbin appeared to have it all: two little boys, a
posh home in the suburbs of Atlanta, and a husband - Dr Bart Corbin, a successful dentist - who was handsome and brilliant. Then, in
December 2004, Jenn was found dead with a bullet in her head, apparently by suicide. Only later would detectives learn that another woman
in Dr Corbin's past had been found years earlier with nearly the exact same wound to the head, also ruled a suicide. In TOO LATE TO SAY
GOODBYE, Ann Rule - working in cooperation with victims' families, police investigators, and sources from Georgia to Australia - unravels
the now-sensational deaths. What emerges is an incredible tale of jealous rage; of stunning evidence that runs from the steamy to the
macabre; and of a fateful, mind-boggling coincidence that appears to have motivated the killings. The definitive unravelling of one of the
strangest murder investigations of our time, this is the greatest achievement of a truly great writing career.
He has a heart of ice...but for her, he'd burn the world.Alex Volkov is a devil blessed with the face of an angel and cursed with a past he can't
escape.Driven by a tragedy that has haunted him for most of his life, his ruthless pursuits for success and vengeance leave little room for
matters of the heart.But when he's forced to look after his best friend's sister, he starts to feel something in his chest:A crack.A melt.A fire that
could end his world as he knew it.***Ava Chen is a free spirit trapped by nightmares of a childhood she can't remember.But despite her
broken past, she's never stopped seeing the beauty in the world?including the heart beneath the icy exterior of a man she shouldn't want.Her
brother's best friend.Her neighbor.Her savior and her downfall.Theirs is a love that was never supposed to happen-but when it does, it
unleashes secrets that could destroy them both?and everything they hold dear.Twisted Love is a brother's best friend/opposites attract
romance with a hint of suspense. It's book one in the Twisted series but can be read as a standalone.WARNING: This book contains a
possessive antihero, explicit sexual content, and profanity. Recommended for 18+
You have NEVER seen Coulter like this before! Coulter is uncensored, unapologetic, and unflinching in her ruthless mockery of liberals,
sissies, morons, hypocrites, and all other species of politician. Coulter doesn’t stop at the politicians, though. Watch her skewer pundits,
salesmen, celebrities, and bureaucrats with ruthlessness and hilarity. No topic is safe! This is Coulter at her most incisive, funny, and brilliant,
featuring irreverent and hilarious material her syndicators were too afraid to print!
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This New York Times bestseller and shocking “tour de force from America’s best true crime writer” (Kirkus Reviews)—which formed the basis
for the Lifetime movie event A House on Fire—follows a woman whose seemingly perfect life hides a destructive madness. In this harrowing
New York Times bestseller, Ann Rule is at her masterful best as she winnows horrific truths from the ashes of what seemed like paradise in
Prairie Village, Kansas. Rule probes the case of Debora Green, a doctor and a loving mother who seemed to epitomize the dreams of the
American heartland. A small-town girl with a genius IQ, she achieved an enviable life: her own medical practice, a handsome physician
husband, three perfect children, and an opulent home in an exclusive Kansas City suburb. But when a raging fire destroyed that home and
took two lives, the trail of clues led investigators to a stunning conclusion. Piece by piece, Ann Rule digs beneath this placid Midwestern
facade to unveil a disturbing portrait of strangely troubled marriages, infidelity, desperation, suicide, and escalating acts of revenge that
forever changed dozens of lives.
An Economist BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR As the data economy grows in power, Carissa Véliz exposes how our privacy is eroded by big
tech and governments, why that matters and what we can do about it. The moment you check your phone in the morning you are giving away
your data. Before you've even switched off your alarm, a whole host of organisations have been alerted to when you woke up, where you
slept, and with whom. As you check the weather, scroll through your 'suggested friends' on Facebook, you continually compromise your
privacy. Without your permission, or even your awareness, tech companies are harvesting your information, your location, your likes, your
habits, and sharing it amongst themselves. They're not just selling your data. They're selling the power to influence you. Even when you've
explicitly asked them not to. And it's not just you. It's all your contacts too. Digital technology is stealing our personal data and with it our
power to make free choices. To reclaim that power and democracy, we must protect our privacy. What can we do? So much is at stake. Our
phones, our TVs, even our washing machines are spies in our own homes. We need new regulation. We need to pressure policy-makers for
red lines on the data economy. And we need to stop sharing and to adopt privacy-friendly alternatives to Google, Facebook and other online
platforms. Short, terrifying, practical: Privacy is Power highlights the implications of our laid-back attitude to data and sets out how we can
take back control. If you liked The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, you'll love Privacy is Power because it provides a philosophical perspective
on the politics of privacy, and it offers a very practical outlook, both for policymakers and ordinary citizens.
Anne Elliot was once engaged to Captain Frederick Wentworth, but she broke off the engagement when a family friend persuaded her that it
was an imprudent match. Several years later, Captain Wentworth returns from the Napoleonic Wars, but his seeming indifference towards
Anne convinces her that it is too late to win him back. Meanwhile, the charming Mr. Elliot—Anne's cousin and her father's heir to Kellynch
Hall—plots to marry her to ensure he remains the sole heir to the family estate. Will Captain Wentworth rediscover his feelings for Anne, or will
she be forced to marry the scheming Mr. Elliot? English author Jane Austen wrote this novel of manners in 1816, one year before her death
at the age of 41. This unabridged version of her last completed novel is taken from the 1818 copyright edition.
The story of a southern belle gone wrong presents the shocking tale of Patricia Vann Radcliffe Taylor Allanson, who tried to murder members
of her own family to get what she wanted
They were best friends, four talented and charismatic young men who lived charmed lives among the evergreens of Washington state: Kevin,
the artist; Steve, the sculptor; Scott, the nature lover and unabashed ladies' man; and Mark, the musician and poet. With their stunning good
looks, whip-sharp minds, athletic bodies - and no lack of women who adored them - none of them seemed slated for disaster.
In this provocative and eye-opening classic of investigative journalism, the #1 New York Times bestselling author and “America’s best truePage 2/11
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crime writer” (Kirkus Reviews), Ann Rule, explores the nearly twenty-year long search for America’s most prolific and horrifying serial killer.
In 1982, the body of Wendy Coffield is discovered floating near the sandy shore of Washington’s Green River. Authorities have no idea that
this tragic and violent death is only the beginning of a string of murders that will rock and terrify the Seattle area for two decades. With her
signature riveting prose and in-depth research, Ann Rule takes us behind the scenes of the search for the Green River Killer, a terrifying
specter who ritualistically killed young women and eluded authorities for years. From seeking the help of incarcerated serial killer Ted Bundy
to Ann Rule’s horrifying realization that the killer she was writing about had attended her book signings, Green River, Running Red is the
suspenseful and unforgettable “definitive narrative of the brutal and senseless crimes that haunted the Seattle area for decades” (Publishers
Weekly).
A suspect. An arrest. A confession. A case done and dusted...? Five years ago a 13-year-old girl disappeared in broad daylight on a busy
street. DCS James Langton headed the investigation; the case was never closed. It has haunted him ever since. And now comes another
confession, to this murder, and to one more besides. Too good to be true? DCI Anna Travis, pulled into the fray, isn't so sure that they have
their man. Then the suspect changes his story... 'The mistress of suspense... a superb storyteller' Daily Express 'Breathless... ranks
impressively against the best of Prime Suspect' Guardian 'Without doubt one of the best writers working today' Karin Slaughter
Documents the bizarre true story of a millionaire who manipulated his fourteen-year-old daughter into murdering his wife so he could collect
insurance and marry his teenage sister-in-law
Environmental educators face a formidable challenge when they approach climate change due to the complexity of the science and of the
political and cultural contexts in which people live. There is a clear consensus among climate scientists that climate change is already
occurring as a result of human activities, but high levels of climate change awareness and growing levels of concern have not translated into
meaningful action. Communicating Climate Change provides environmental educators with an understanding of how their audiences engage
with climate change information as well as with concrete, empirically tested communication tools they can use to enhance their climate
change program. Starting with the basics of climate science and climate change public opinion, Armstrong, Krasny, and Schuldt synthesize
research from environmental psychology and climate change communication, weaving in examples of environmental education applications
throughout this practical book. Each chapter covers a separate topic, from how environmental psychology explains the complex ways in
which people interact with climate change information to communication strategies with a focus on framing, metaphors, and messengers.
This broad set of topics will aid educators in formulating program language for their classrooms at all levels. Communicating Climate Change
uses fictional vignettes of climate change education programs and true stories from climate change educators working in the field to illustrate
the possibilities of applying research to practice. Armstrong et al, ably demonstrate that environmental education is an important player in
fostering positive climate change dialogue and subsequent climate change action. An open access version of this book is available through
Cornell Open.
In this volume of Ann Rule’s Crime Files, discover unforgettable cases of the spouse, lover, family member or a helpful stranger who is totally
trusted—until it’s too late. Trust. It’s the foundation of any enduring relationship between friends, lovers, spouses, and families. But when trust
is placed in those who are not what they seem, the results can be deadly. The New York Times bestselling author Ann Rule offers a riveting,
all-new collection from her true-crime files, with the lethally shattered bonds of trust at the core of each bloodsoaked account. Whether driven
to extreme violence by greed or jealousy, passion or rage, these calculating sociopaths targeted those closest to them—unwitting victims
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whose last disbelieving words could well have been “but I trusted you....” Headlining this page-turning anthology is the case of middle-school
counselor Chuck Leonard, found shot to death outside his Washington State home on an icy February morning. A complicated mix of family
man and wild man, Chuck played hard and loved many...but who crossed the line by murdering him in cold blood? And why? The revelation
is as stunning as the shattering crime itself, powerfully illuminating how those we think we know can ingeniously hide their destructive and
homicidal designs. Along with other shattering cases, immaculately detailed and sharply analyzed by America's #1 true crime writer, this
fourteenth Crime Files volume is essential reading for getting inside the mind of the hidden killers among us.
The inspiration for the five-part Amazon Original docuseries Ted Bundy: Falling for a Killer This updated, expanded edition of The Phantom
Prince, Elizabeth Kendall’s 1981 memoir detailing her six-year relationship with serial killer Ted Bundy, includes a new introduction and a
new afterword by the author, never-before-seen photos, and a startling new chapter from the author’s daughter, Molly, who has not
previously shared her story. Bundy is one of the most notorious serial killers in American history and one of the most publicized to this day.
However, very rarely do we hear from the women he left behind—the ones forgotten as mere footnotes in this tragedy. The Phantom Prince
chronicles Elizabeth Kendall’s intimate relationship with Ted Bundy and its eventual unraveling. As much as has been written about Bundy,
it’s remarkable to hear the perspective of people who shared their daily lives with him for years. This gripping account presents a remarkable
examination of a charismatic personality that masked unimaginable darkness.
The best-selling queen of true crime examines the death of 33-year-old Ronda Reynolds, whose suicide may not be what it seems, in a
riveting, detailed account of a fascinating case. Reprint.

Edgar Award Finalist: The “sensational” true story of two desperate housewives and the killing that shocked a Texas community
(Los Angeles Times Book Review). Candy Montgomery and Betty Gore had a lot in common: They sang together in the Methodist
church choir, their daughters were best friends, and their husbands had good jobs working for technology companies in the north
Dallas suburbs known as Silicon Prairie. But beneath the placid surface of their seemingly perfect lives, both women simmered
with unspoken frustrations and unanswered desires. On a hot summer day in 1980, the secret passions and jealousies that linked
Candy and Betty exploded into murderous rage. What happened next is usually the stuff of fiction. But the bizarre and terrible act
of violence that occurred in Betty’s utility room that morning was all too real. Based on exclusive interviews with the Montgomery
Gore and families, Evidence of Love is the riveting account of a gruesome tragedy and the trial that made national headlines when
the defendant entered the most unexpected of pleas: not guilty by reason of self-defense (Fort Worth Star-Telegram). Adapted into
the Emmy and Golden Globe Award–winning television movie A Killing in a Small Town, this chilling tale of sin and savagery will
“fascinate true crime aficionados” (Kirkus Reviews).
In July 2011, billionaire Jonah Shacknai's Coronado, California, mansion was the setting for two horrifying deaths only days
apart--his young son's plunge from a balcony and his girlfriend's ghastly hanging. What really happened? Baffling questions
remain unanswered. Rule looks at the closed cases through the eyes of a relentless crime reporter. The second probe began in
Utah when Susan Powell vanished in a 2009 blizzard. Her controlling husband, Josh, proved capable of a blind rage that was
heartbreakingly fatal to his innocent young sons almost three years later in a tragedy that shocked America as the details
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unfolded. If anyone had detected the depth of depravity within Josh Powell, perhaps the family that loved and trusted him would
have been saved. In these and seven other riveting cases, Ann Rule exposes the twisted truth behind headlined and little-known
homicides and speaks for vulnerable victims who relied on the wrong people.
The best-selling author of Dead by Sunset traces the murder case of Whidbey Island resident Russ Douglas, who after spending
Christmas with his estranged wife and children in 2003 was found murdered in his car and whose death implicated a long list of
suspects, including an aging beauty queen and her boyfriend.
'Infamous, I have become disowned, but I am one of your own' - Myra Hindley, from her unpublished autobiography On 15
November 2002, Myra Hindley, Britain’s most notorious murderess, died in prison, one of the rare women whose crimes were
deemed so indefensible that ‘life’ really did mean ‘life’. But who was the woman behind the headlines? How could a seemingly
normal girl grow up to commit such terrible acts? Her defenders claim she fell under Ian Brady’s spell, but is this the truth? Was
her insistence that she had changed, that she felt deep remorse and had reverted to the Catholicism of her childhood genuine or a
calculating bid to win parole? One of Your Own explores these questions and many others, drawing on a wide range of resources,
including Hindley’s own unseen writings, hundreds of recently released prison files, fresh interviews and extensive new research.
Compellingly well written, this is the first in-depth study of Hindley and the challenging, definitive biography of Britain’s ‘mosthated woman’.
Wylie's final novel, published posthumously, focuses on man's destruction of the world through his unheeding and willful poisoning
of the atmosphere, the land, the seas and rivers, and finally the human race itself.
America’s #1 true-crime writer fulfills a murder victim’s desperate plea with this shattering New York Times bestseller. “If anything
ever happens to me…find Ann Rule and ask her to write my story.” In perhaps the first true-crime book written at the victim's
request, Ann Rule untangles a web of lies and brutality that culminated in the murder of Sheila Blackthorne Bellush—a woman Rule
never met, but whose shocking story she now chronicles with compassion, exacting detail, and unvarnished candor. Although
happily ensconced in a loving second marriage, and a new family of quadruplets, Sheila never truly escaped the vicious
enslavement of her ex-husband, multi-millionaire Allen Blackthorne, a handsome charmer— and a violent, controlling sociopath
who subjected Sheila to unthinkable abuse in their marriage, and terrorized her for a decade after their divorce. When Sheila was
slain in her home, in the presence of her four toddlers, authorities raced to link the crime to Blackthorne, the man who vowed to
monitor Sheila's every move in his obsessive quest for power and revenge.
I’LL BE WATCHING YOU Walking home on a dark night, you hear footsteps coming up behind you. As they get closer, your heart
pounds harder. Who is closing in with dangerous intent—a total stranger? Or someone you know and trust? The answer is as
simple as turning around, but don’t look behind you . . . run. Ann Rule, who shared her own nerve-jangling account of unknowingly
befriending sadistic sociopath Ted Bundy in The Stranger Beside Me, chronicles other fateful encounters with the hidden predators
among us in this riveting collection, fifteenth in the bestselling series drawn from her personal files. First in line is a stunning case
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that spanned thirty years and took a determined detective to four states—ending, finally, in Alaska—where he unraveled not one but
two murders. A second case appears to begin and end with the hunt for the Green River Killer, focusing on a Washington State
man who was once cleared as a suspect in that deadly chain of homicides. But the millionaire property owner believed he had
successfully buried his own murderous past and the awful truth behind his young wife’s disappearance. She vanished soon after
she left for a day at the Seattle World’s Fair, and her three small children grew up believing their mother had abandoned them.
But one amazing witness remained—the missing woman’s best friend, who heard her last words in a frantic phone call—“He’s
coming!”—before the line went dead. Only since Robert Hansen’s suicide has the monster within been revealed. In another true
story, a petite woman went to a tavern, looking only for conversation and fun. Instead, she met violent death in the form of a sevenfoot man who had seemed shy and harmless. You’ll feel a chill as you uncover these and numerous other cases of unfortunate
victims who made one tragic mistake: trusting the wrong person—even someone they’d known intimately, or thought they knew.
Baptist deacon, family man, pillar of his Florida community . . . and serial killer of prostitutes: chilling true crime from the author of
Lobster Boy. By day, Sam Smithers was the deacon of his Baptist church in Plant City, Florida, a respected neighbor to many, and
a devoted husband and father. But after the sun set, he became something else: a violent attacker—and killer—of prostitutes.
Smithers’s twisted double life came to light when a local woman who had hired him to take care of her property found him in her
garage, cleaning an ax—and then discovered a puddle of blood. Through exclusive interviews with Smithers’s wife, who described
her spouse as nothing but a doting husband and father, author Fred Rosen learned why this man of God, raised in an intensely
religious Tennessee home, was the last person anyone would suspect of committing these savage crimes. Rosen reveals the
details behind the deaths of Christy Cowan and Denise Roach after Smithers picked them up in Tampa—and the fate of a man who
seemed holier than thou, but was actually guilty as sin.
THE MOST FATAL MISTAKE? Trust. It's the foundation of any enduring relationship between friends, lovers, spouses, and
families. But when trust is placed in those who are not what they seem, the results can be deadly. Ann Rule, who famously
chronicled her own shocking experience of unknowingly befriending a sociopath in The Stranger Beside Me, offers a riveting, allnew collection from her true-crime files, with the lethally shattered bonds of trust at the core of each bloodsoaked account.
Whether driven to extreme violence by greed or jealousy, passion or rage, these calculating sociopaths targeted those closest to
them -- unwitting victims whose last disbelieving words could well have been "but I trusted you...." Headlining this page-turning
anthology is the case of middle-school counselor Chuck Leonard, found shot to death outside his Washington State home on an
icy February morning. A complicated mix of family man and wild man, Chuck played hard and loved many...but who crossed the
line by murdering him in cold blood? And why? The revelation is as stunning as the shattering crime itself, powerfully illuminating
how those we think we know can ingeniously hide their destructive and homicidal designs. Along with other shattering cases,
immaculately detailed and sharply analyzed by America's #1 true-crime writer, this fourteenth Crime Files volume is essential
reading for getting inside the mind of the hidden killers among us.
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Explores cases of people killed by trusted spouses, lovers, family members, or helpful strangers who turned on them, including the
murder of Chuck Leonard, a middle school counselor who was an odd mix of family man and wild man.
From America's most celebrated true-crime writer comes the heartbreaking real-life drama of a doomed young woman hopelessly
trapped in a web of sexual intrigue, political manipulation, and emotional deception by her charming and successful—but ultimately
deadly—lover. The author of fifteen New York Times national bestsellers, Ann Rule, a former Seattle policewoman, has researched
thousands of homicides and understands every facet of murder investigation. Now, in the most complex and shocking book of her
long career, she delves into the motivation that drove a seemingly successful man to kill, and she explores heretofore unknown
aspects of a fatal affair between a beautiful young woman who moved confidently in the heady world of the upper echelons of
government and a widely admired millionaire attorney who was an immensely popular political figure. On June 27, 1996, thirtyyear-old Anne Marie Fahey, who was the scheduling secretary for the governor of Delaware, had dinner with a man she had been
having a secret affair with for more than two years. "Tommy" Capano, forty-seven, was perhaps the most politically powerful man
in Wilmington. Son of a wealthy contractor, former state prosecutor, partner in a prestigious law firm, advisor to governors and
mayors, Tom Capano had a soft-spoken and considerate manner that endeared him to many. Although recently estranged from
his wife, he was a devoted father to his four beautiful young daughters, the trusted son of his widowed mother, and the backbone
of his extended family. But sometime after 9:15 that night when Anne Marie and Tom left a Philadelphia restaurant, something
terrible happened to Anne Marie. It would be forty-eight hours before her brothers and sisters realized that she had disappeared
entirely. Ann Rule brilliantly traces the lives of both Fahey and Capano as she discloses the intimate details of their ill-fated
bonding. A vulnerable, trusting woman becomes spellbound by a charming, duplicitous married man, and what begins as a
seemingly unremarkable affair is slowly transformed into an obsessive, convoluted, and deadly relationship. Through her
impeccable research, Rule peels away layer after layer of deception to reveal a man who lived a secret life for decades, a man so
greedy that he would sacrifice anyone to gain what he desired. One of his many mistresses—all of whom were unknown to one
another—was Deborah MacIntyre, an attractive and wealthy member of one of Wilmington's oldest families and an administrator of
an elite private school. She, too, would become part of the mystery surrounding Anne Marie's disappearance. As three prominent
families are destroyed to satisfy one man's jealous obsessions, this unfathomable tragedy becomes a tale that few would believe if
it were presented as fiction. Shockingly, it is all true. Destined to become a classic, And Never Let Her Go is a riveting account of
forbidden love and murder among the rich and powerful, and a chilling insight into the evil that sometimes hides behind even the
most charming façade.
Calcium and vitamin D are essential nutrients for the human body. Establishing the levels of these nutrients that are needed by the
North American population is based on the understanding of the health outcomes that calcium and vitamin D affect. It is also
important to establish how much of each nutrient may be "too much." Dietary Reference Intakes for Calcium and Vitamin D
provides reference intake values for these two nutrients. The report updates the DRI values defined in Dietary Reference Intakes
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for Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium, Vitamin D, and Fluoride, the 1997 study from the Institute of Medicine. This 2011 book
provides background information on the biological functions of each nutrient, reviews health outcomes that are associated with the
intake of calcium and vitamin D, and specifies Estimated Average Requirements and Recommended Dietary Allowances for both.
It also identifies Tolerable Upper Intake Levels, which are levels above wish the risk for harm may increase. The book includes an
overview of current dietary intake in the U.S. and Canada, and discusses implications of the study. A final chapter provides
research recommendations. The DRIs established in this book incorporate current scientific evidence about the roles of vitamin D
and calcium in human health and will serve as a valuable guide for a range of stakeholders including dietitians and other health
professionals, those who set national nutrition policy, researchers, the food industry, and private and public health organizations
and partnerships.
But I Trusted YouAnn Rule's Crime Files #14Pocket Books
The dark side of love is no fairy tale.... And while we may like to believe that crimes of the heart only victimize those who aren't
careful, this page-turning collection of must-read accounts will convince you otherwise. America's #1 true-crime writer, Ann Rule
reveals how lovers become predators, how sex and lust can push ordinary people to desperate acts, and how investigators and
forensics experts work to unravel the most entangled crimes of passion. Extracting behind-the-scenes details, Rule makes these
volatile relationships utterly real, and masterfully re-creates the ill-fated chains of events in such cases as the ex-Marine and
martial arts master who seduced vulnerable women and then destroyed their lives...the killer whose calling card was a single
bloodred rose...the faithless wife who manipulated and murdered without conscience...the blind date that set the stage for a killer's
brutality...and more. In every case, the victim -- young and innocent or older and experienced -- unknowingly trusted a stranger
with the sociopathic skill to hide their dark motives, until it was too late to escape a web of deadly lies, fatal promises, and
homicidal possession.
The Long Call is the No.1 bestselling first novel in the Two Rivers series from Sunday Times bestseller and creator of Vera and
Shetland, Ann Cleeves. In North Devon, where the rivers Taw and Torridge converge and run into the sea, Detective Matthew
Venn stands outside the church as his father's funeral takes place. The day Matthew turned his back on the strict evangelical
community in which he grew up, he lost his family too. Now he's back, not just to mourn his father at a distance, but to take charge
of his first major case in the Two Rivers region; a complex place not quite as idyllic as tourists suppose. A body has been found on
the beach near to Matthew's new home: a man with the tattoo of an albatross on his neck, stabbed to death. Finding the killer is
Venn’s only focus, and his team’s investigation will take him straight back into the community he left behind, and the deadly
secrets that lurk there. Soon to be a major ITV crime drama.
Ann Rule presents a collection of fascinating and disturbing true-crime stories—drawn from her real-life personal files—in this
seventeenth volume in the #1 New York Times bestselling Crime Files series. In this gripping collection of investigative accounts
from her private archives, “America’s best true-crime writer” (Kirkus Reviews) exposes the most frightening aspect of the
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murderous mind: the waiting game. Trusted family members or strangers, these cold-blooded killers select their unsuspecting
prey, wait for the perfect moment to strike, then turn normality into homicidal mayhem in a matter of moments. Ann Rule will have
you seeing the people and places around you with heightened caution as you read these shattering cases, including: • New
mothers murdered, their infants kidnapped, in an atrocious baby-selling scheme • The man who kept his criminal past hidden from
his wife—and his wife from his mistress—until he coldly disposed of one of them • The beautiful daughter of a State Department
official ran away from the privileged world she knew and hitched a ride with a man she didn’t . . . with fatal consequences • For
months, a vicious, rage-filled serial rapist eluded police and terrorized Seattle’s women—when would he strike next, and how far
would his violence escalate? • A criminal known for his Houdini-like escapes is serving time for murder in a botched robbery—now
the convict is being served dinner in a civilian’s home, where he has one more trick up his sleeve • A long-lost relative who came
home to visit, leaving a bloody trail through Washington and Oregon; no one realized how dangerous he and his ladylove
were—until it was far too late. . . . With her ability to translate the most complex cases into storytelling “as dramatic and chilling as a
bedroom window shattering at night” (The New York Times), Rule expertly analyzes the thoughts and deeds of the sociopath, in
this seventeenth essential Crime Files volume.
MORE THAN 20 MILLION COPIES OFANN RULE'S BOOKS IN PRINT! In this unnerving collection drawn from her personal
crime files, "America's best true-crime writer" (Kirkus Reviews) Ann Rule brilliantly dissects the convoluted love affairs that all too
often end in violence. Expertly analyzing a shocking, headline-making case, Rule unmasks the deadly motives inside a seemingly
idyllic marriage: a beautiful young wife, a rising star in America's top-ranked computer corporation, and a prosperous husband, the
scion of a family building business. With an adorable son and a gorgeous home, the couple seemed to have it all. But a furtive evil
permeated their days and nights, dragging them into a murky world of drugs, sordid sex, and con operations. In this realm, one of
them would prove to be a virtual innocent, the other a manipulator with no conscience. Sudden, violent death brought their
charade of a fairy-tale romance to a tragic end -- with a brutal crime that might never have come to light were it not for the
stubborn detectives and prosecutors whose fight for justice spanned an entire decade. Empty Promises recounts several other
cases where the search for love brought only lies and betrayal -- a cautionary primer, perhaps, for those who trust too much too
soon. Powerful because they strike so close to home, the cases in Empty Promises will leave readers shaken by the realities of
love gone terribly -- and fatally -- wrong.
An Amazon Charts, Wall Street Journal, and Washington Post bestseller. #1 New York Times bestselling author Gregg Olsen's
shocking and empowering true-crime story of three sisters determined to survive their mother's house of horrors. After more than a
decade, when sisters Nikki, Sami, and Tori Knotek hear the word mom, it claws like an eagle's talons, triggering memories that
have been their secret since childhood. Until now. For years, behind the closed doors of their farmhouse in Raymond, Washington,
their sadistic mother, Shelly, subjected her girls to unimaginable abuse, degradation, torture, and psychic terrors. Through it all,
Nikki, Sami, and Tori developed a defiant bond that made them far less vulnerable than Shelly imagined. Even as others were
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drawn into their mother's dark and perverse web, the sisters found the strength and courage to escape an escalating nightmare
that culminated in multiple murders. Harrowing and heartrending, If You Tell is a survivor's story of absolute evil--and the freedom
and justice that Nikki, Sami, and Tori risked their lives to fight for. Sisters forever, victims no more, they found a light in the
darkness that made them the resilient women they are today--loving, loved, and moving on.
The author of eight New York Times bestsellers, Ann Rule first won nationwide acclaim with The Stranger Beside Me, about serial
killer Ted Bundy. Her Crime Files volumes, based on fascinating case histories, have assured her reputation as our premier
chronicler of crime. Now the former Seattle policewoman brings us the horrific account of a charismatic man adored by beautiful
and brilliant women who always gave him what he wanted...sex, money, their very lives.... When attorney Cheryl Keeton's brutally
bludgeoned body was found in her van in the fast lane of an Oregon freeway, her husband, Brad Cunningham, was the likely
suspect. But there was no solid evidence linking him to the crime. He married again, for the fifth time, and his stunning new wife, a
physician named Sara, adopted his three sons. They all settled down to family life on a luxurious estate. But gradually, their
marriage became a nightmare.... In this gripping account of Cheryl's murder, Ann Rule takes us from Brad's troubled boyhood to
one of the most bizarre trials in legal history, uncovering multiple marriages, financial manipulations, infidelities, and monstrous
acts of harassment and revenge along the way. Dead By Sunset is Ann Rule at her riveting best.
Now updated with a new chapter, the #1 "New York Times"-bestselling true crime writer tells the chilling tale of how she came to
learn that Ted Bundy, her close friend and colleague at a Seattle crisis hotline, was in fact a savage serial killer.
A collection of true crime cases includes the case of Jerry Harris, a self-made millionaire whose disappearance prompted his wife's
eight-year search for answers
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CRIME WRITERS' ASSOCIATION ALCS GOLD DAGGER FOR NON-FICTION 'Brilliant and
extraordinary' Philippe Sands 'Astonishing ... Cooper is one hell of a detective' Alex Marzano-Lesnevich, author of The Fact of a
Body 'Seductive ... Haunting' Ariel Levy, author of The Rules Do Not Apply In 1969, Jane Britton, an ambitious graduate student at
Harvard, was found bludgeoned to death in her apartment. A whisper network kept Jane's story alive: a rumour of an affair with a
professor that ended in tragedy when Britton threatened to expose him. Forty years later, when curious undergrad Becky Cooper
first heard the story, she felt compelled to find out more. We Keep the Dead Close is an account of her complex and fascinating
investigation spanning a decade.
In this unputdownable true crime collection from New York Times bestselling author Ann Rule, discover fascinating cases of the
spouse, lover, family member, or helpful stranger whose lethally violent nature, though masterfully disguised, can and will kill. The
author of The Stranger Beside Me brings her brilliantly informed understanding of the sociopath to this riveting true crime
collection. Featured here is the case of a Southern California family man who lured a beautiful flight attendant into a passionate
and dangerous relationship. Other cases include that of the woman who masterminded her husband’s murder to gain his
inheritance...the monstrous sadist whose prison release damaged a presidential candidate’s campaign and ended in a bitter
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double tragedy in a quiet neighborhood three thousand miles away...the shocking DNA link between a cold-blooded crime and a
cold case...and inside the horrific case of the man who crossed an ocean and several countries to stalk the Eurasian beauty who
had fled from him in desperation.
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